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A New Version of the Factorization of a Differential Equation
of the Form F(x,y, ry)-O

By Raymond GERARD *) and Hidetoshi TAHARA* *)

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., Nov. 12, 1996)

In this note, we will consider equations of
the form

(Eo) F(x, y, vy) O,
where F(x, y, X) is a holomorphic function de-
fined in a neighborhood of the origin of (Cx) n

Cy CX, and z-is a vector field
r <<(x, y)O/Ox

with coefficients i(x, Y)(1 < < n) meromor-
phic in x at most with only poles along a union
of a finite number of hyperplanes (in (Cx) n) and
holomorphic in y near the origin of (Cx) n x Cy.

If F(x, y, X) is of finite order, say m, with
respect to the variable X by Weierstrass prepa-
ration theorem F(x, y, X) 0 is equivalent to

Xm -- ZI<j<m aj(x, y)Xm-j
0

and (Eo)is reduced to
(E) (vY) m + l<<m a(x, y)(vy) m- O.

In our previous paper [1] we have presented
a factorization theorem for (E) which asserts that
(E) is factorized into a product of equations of
the form vy=f(x, y)near the point x--0. In
this note we will present a new version of this
theorem.

{}l. Factorization theorems. Let us consid-
er the following differential equation"
(E) F(x y, vy) (vy) m -+-

aj (x, y) (vy) m- 0
where m N* (- {1, 2,...}), x (Xl,... xn)
Cn,n N*,y C, and a(x,y)(1 <j<m)

are holomorphic functions defined in a neighbor-
hood of the origin (0,0) of (Cx) Cu. In (E), y

y(x) is regarded as an unknown function of x
and v is a vector field of the form

whose coefficients oct(x, y)(1 < i < n) are mero-
morphic in x at most with only poles along a un-
ion of a finite number of hyperplanes (in (Cx))
and holomorphic in y in a neighborhood of
the origin (x, y)- (0,0)in (Cx)n C.
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Definition 1. We say that the transforma-
tion

x (x,..., x) -- t (t,..., t)
is of type (GT) if it is defined by the following:
first we transform x- (Xl,..., xn) -- (1,

) by x A for some A GL(n, C) and
then we transform --+ t by

(t) , 2 (tl) t,. e. (t)
for some k N*.

The result of our previous paper [1] is as
follows:

Theorem 1 ([Theorem 2.2; 1]). After a suit-

able transformation x --+ t which is obtained by a

composition of a finite number of transformations of
type (GT), we can choose c C such that the fol-
lowing conditions hold:

1) c 0 or lcl is sufficiently small;
2) by setting y c -+- z the equation (E) is de-

composed in a neighborhood of the origin (0,0)
(Ct’) n Cz into the form
(1.1) IIl<y<m(V*z- qy(t, z)) 0,,
where v is the transform of v by the transformation
x --- t and qj(t, z)(1 < j < m) are holomorphic

functions defined in a neighborhood of (0,0)
(C)" x C.

Note that the original equation (E) is consi-
dered near (x, y) (0,0); but the decomposition

(1.1) is obtained in a neighborhood of (x, y)=
(0, c) which may exclude the point (x, y)=
(0,0) in case c =t= 0. Therefore, if we want to
study the behaviour of the solutions of (E) near
the origin (0,0) we must fill some gaps between
(E) and (1.1).

To fill up the gap we will present here a

new version of factorization theorem. In our new
result, instead of using transformations of type
(GT) and a shift y c + z we will use the fol-
lowing transformation:

Definition 2. We say that the transforma-
tion
(x, y) (x,..., xn, y) --’ (t, z) (tl,..., tn, z)

is of type (NGT) if it is defined by the follow-
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ing: first we transform x--- t by a transformation
of type (GT), and then we transform (t, y)
(t, z) by y (tl)Pz for some/9, q N*.

We have the following:
Theorem 2. After a suitable transformation

(x, y) (t, z) which is obtained by a composition

of a finite number of transformations of type
(NGT), the equation (E) is decomposed in a neigh-
borhood of the origin (0,0) (Ct) n Cz into the

form
(E*) IIl<j<m (v*z (pj(t, z)) 0,
where v z is the transform of ry by the transforma-
tion (x, y)-- (t, z) and go(t, z) (l < j < m) are
holomorphic functions defined in a neighborhood of
(0,0) (Ct)n x Cz",

Remarks 1. v z has the form,
r z :l<_<fl(t, z)z/t + rio(t, z)z,

where fig(t, z)(0 < < n) are meromorphic in t
with only poles along a union of a finite number
of hyperplanes (in (ct)n) and holomorphic in z
in a neighborhood of (0,0) (Ct) n x Cz.

2. If v has the form v-- ]l<<nc(x)/x,
then

r z (W.<,<,(t)z/t + o(t)z)
for some q N*.

3. If n-- 1 and v--x(d/dx), then
tPzq-(at(dz/dt) + bz) for some positive num-
bers a and b.

{}2. Sketch of proof. In the proof of
Theorem 1 in[l], we used an induction argument.
If we notice the lemma given below, we can prove
Theorem 2 by induction on m in the same way.

Letm > 2 be an integer, let a(x, y) (2 <j
< m) be holomorphic functions defined in a

neighborhood of the origin (0,0) (Cx)n C,
and

P(x, y, X) X + :.<.< a(x, y)X-.
Lemma. If a(x, y) 0 for some 2 <j

< m, we can find positive integers h, r N, a

transformation (x, y)--* (t, z) of type (NGT), and
a function g(t, z, X) which satisfy the following
conditions"

1) g(t, z, X) is a polynomial of degree m in
X with coefficients holomorphic in (t, z) in a neigh-
borhood of (t, z) (0,0)"

2) g(O,O, X)--0 has at least two distinct

roots"
3) P(x, y, X) (t)mz g(t, Z, X/ (t)

)z ).
Proof of lemma. Put ]-- (j a/(x, y) O,

2 < j < m} (4= ). Denote by dj the valuation of

a.(x, y) in y. If j ], we have d < oo and we
can write

a (x, y) y’ (a.o (x) + y b (x, y)) with

a,o (x) O.
For j jr, we denote by tx the valuation of
aj,o(X) in x and by fie the valuation of b(x, y) in
x. Put

a min{d/j ;j ]}(< co)
]* {j j J and d/j-- a} (4= (

s min{%/j ;j ]*}(< o);
]o-- {J J ]* and cr/j s} (:/: ))
tz max{j;j ]o}.

It is easy to see that de aj for j J*, dj > aj
for j ]\]*, cr= sj for j Jo, and ere > sj for

J ]* \]o. Since /2 Jo, a,o(x) is expressed in
the form

a,o(X) ll>sa,o,vX and-,
I1 =sua.,o,C O.

Therefore, after a linear change of variables in x
we may assume that a,.o.(s,a.o o> 4= O.

Let us choose p N" so that the following
conditions are satisfied:

1) ap N*;
2) forjJ*,p > k(sj-- fi)
3) for j J\J*, p > k(sj- c) / (d aj)
4) for j e J\J*, p > k(sj- fl) / (dj- aj

+1).
Choose also q N* so that aq N*,and k
N* so that sk N*. By using these p, q, k, we
first transform x--* t by

Xl (t) X2 (tl) t2,... Xn (tl)ktn
and then we put y (t)z. Denote by A(t, z)
the transform of a(x, y) for j ] then A(t, z)
is expressed in the form

A(t, z) z4(A,o(t) + zB(t, z)) with Aj,o(t) O.
It is easy to see that the valuation of A,o(t)

in t is equal to or greater than kc + pd and the
valuation of B(t, z) in t is equal to or greater
than kfl + pd + p. If we put h ap + sk
and r-- aq, we can see"

i) if j Jo we have qdj rj, kc + pd
hj and kiS + pd + p > hj

ii) if jJ*\Jo we have qd- rj, kay+
pdj > hj and kfl + pd + p > hj

iii) if j J\J* we have qd > rj, kc +
pdj > hj and kfl + pd + p > hj.

Moreover we have (Aa,o(t)/(t) *a) ]t=o a.,o,(sa,o o>
:#0.

Now, let us define g(t, z, X) by the follow-
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ing:
g(t, z, X) Xm 4- j(Aj(t, z)/((tl)hJzr))X-.
Then by i), ii) and iii) we see that g(t, z, X)
satisfies the conditions 1) and 3) in the lemma.
Note that g(0,0, X) is expressed in the form

g(O,O, X) X 4- o CX-
for some C C(j]0) and that Ca-
a,o,s,o o) 4= 0. Since max{j ;j ]o} and ]o
c (2,..., m} hold, we can easily see the condi-
tion 2) in the lemma.

3. An application. Let n-- 1, x C, y
C, 0--x(d/dx), and let us consider the fol-

lowing ordinary differential equation"
(e) (O.Y) " "- ’l<j<rn aj(X, y)y(Oy)"- O,
where a(x, y)(1 < j < m) are holomorphic
functions defined in a neighborhood of the origin
(0,0) of Cx C. In (e), y- y(x) is regarded as
an unknown function. By applying Theorem 2 we
get

tkProposition. By a transformation x and
y- tPz for some k, p, q N*, the equation (e) is
reduced in a neighborhood of the origin (0,0) C
C into m equations of the following form"

(3.1) t(dz/dt) (t, z)z, (1 < j < m),
where qy(t, z)(1 < j < m) are holomorphic func-
tions defined in a neighborhood of (0,0) C
Cz.

In general, an equation of the form t(dy/dt)
--f(t, y) is called the Briot-Bouquet equation if
f(0,0) 0 is satisfied. If this equation has a
holomorphic solution, we can reduce this into an
equation of the form t(dz/dt) q(t, z)z.

Thus, the equation (3.1) is a particular case
of the Briot-Bouquet equation and we already
know many results on the equation (3.1) (for ex-
ample, see 2 ], 3 ]).

Proof of proposition. Let us write the equa-
tion (e) in the form
(el) (Oy/y) 4- << a(x, y)(Oy/y)- O,
and let us apply Theorem 2 to this form. Since
we are considering the case n 1, a composition
of a finite number of transformations of type
(NGT) is also written as x= tk, y-- tPz for
some k, p, q N*. Then

(Oy/y) (qt(dz / dt) + pz) / (kz)
and therefore by Theorem 2 (e) is decomposed
into

II<<m (((qt(dz/dt) + pz) /(kz))
(t, z)) O.

This implies that (e) is reduced to
t(dz/dt) (--(p/q) + (k/q)(t, z))z,

(1 <j<m).
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